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David G3SCD / VK3DBD takes us through
his innovative repairs to a Type D key
Exchange Your Age Week 2010 Results
Meet John G3NCN
QSL Bureau Changes
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FISTS was founded in 1987 by the late Geo Longden, G3ZQS

Club Goals
 Further the use of CW
 Encourage newcomers to use Morse code
 Engender friendships among members
Website: http://www.fists.co.uk

“Accuracy transcends speed,
courtesy at all times.”
“When you’ve worked a FISTS,
you’ve worked a friend.”
Email: keynote@fists.co.uk

Calling frequencies: 1.818, 3.558, 7.028, 10.118, 14.058, 18.085, 21.058, 24.918,28.058

Key Note is the magazine of the FISTS CW Club in Europe
Club Contacts
Please send Key Note articles, letters, comments and distribution questions to:
Key Note
Email: keynote@fists.co.uk
John Griffin M0CDL
35 Cottage Street
Kingswinford DY6 7QE
For help with subscriptions and membership applications, please contact the
Membership Secretary:
John Griffin M0CDL
Email: members@fists.co.uk
35 Cottage Street,
Kingswinford DY6 7QE
Please send information for inclusion in the BrassPounder section to the Activity Manager:
Rob Walker M0BPT
Email: activities@fists.co.uk
87A Whitehall Road
West Bromwich B70 0HG
To order items or to ask questions about club sales, please contact the Club
Sales Manager:
Anne Webb
Email: sales@fists.co.uk
40 Links Road
Penn
Wolverhampton WV4 5RF
For information about rallies or suggestions for them, please contact:
Paul Webb M0BMN
Email: paul@fists.co.uk
40 Links Road
Penn
Wolverhampton WV4 5RF
For questions about awards or to apply for them, please contact:
Dennis Franklin K6DF

Email: fistsawards@fists.org

For help with the FISTSCW Yahoo News Group forum, please contact:
Mark Waldon M0BLT

Email: forum@fists.co.uk
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For help, suggestions and comments on the website, please contact:
Graham Smith G3ZOD

Email: webmaster@fists.co.uk

QSL Bureau
Please send outgoing QSL cards and any questions to the QSL Bureau Manager:
Chuck Spence M0AVW
32 Woodford Walk
Harewood Park
Thornaby
Clevelend TS17 0LT

Email: bureau@fists.co.uk

Incoming QSL cards are distributed by the QSL Bureau Sub-managers:

G4
Jim Steel M0ZAK
6 Central Avenue
Shepshead LE12 9HP

G3
Grant Merrils G0UQF
2 East Street
Darfield
Barnsley S73 9RE

G1, G2, G5, G6, G7, G8
and Specials (GB, GX etc.)
Rob Walker M0BPT
87A Whitehall Road
West Bromwich B70 0HG

G0
Bill McGill GM0DXB
112 West Main Street
Armadale
Bathgate
West Lothian EH48 3JB

M0, M3, M5, 2E0 etc.
Phil Hughes - M6PHL
111 Wisbech Road
Littleport
Ely
CB6 1JJ

Wales and SWL
Mrs Mandy Spence
32 Woodford Walk
Harewood Park
Thornaby
Clevelend TS17 0LT

EU & DX members. If you wish to receive any qsl cards from stations you have
worked, could you please send postage in either UK£, US$, or Euro to M0AVW.
73. Chuck.

FISTS Overseas
FISTS Down Under:
FISTS East Asia:
FISTS North America:

http://www.fistsdownunder.org
http://www.feacw.net
http://www.fists.org
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Welcome to the Summer/Autumn 2010 Key Note
Paul M0BMN, #5533
We're sorry to have to announce that Paul M0BMN, FISTS #5533, has
decided to step down from his role as Key Note editor. This is because of
increasing pressure on his time as his teenage disabled son gets older.
As Geo G3ZQS' health deteriorated, Paul took
over editing Key Note and produced his first
edition in April 2006. Geo became a silent key
shortly afterwards, leaving the club in a precarious financial state and with an uncertain future. With financial assistance from our colleagues in FISTS North America and out of his
own pocket, Paul took the lead in getting the
club back on its feet and taking it forward. A
substantial part of this role has been editing
Key Note, writing many articles for it himself, publishing and distributing
it.
In Spring 2007 Paul produced the first Key Note in A5 booklet format,
allowing more content and keeping the effort and cost required for distribution under control. Even so, producing Key Note is no small task,
especially for one person.
Going forward, the tasks necessary to produce and distribute Key Note
will be split amongst the committee and helpers.
Lest the above sounds like "goodbye", this certainly isn't the case. Paul
will continue writing for Key Note, organising attending rallies and assisting his XYL Anne in looking after club sales.
So a well-deserved thank you to Paul for the work he has done for us.
John M0CDL, Membership Secretary
Rob M0BPT, Activity Manager
Graham G3ZOD, Webmaster
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Articles for Key Note
The deadline for the Winter 2010 Key Note is 30th November 2010.
Please send articles to the new Key Note email address keynote@fists.co.uk or by post to John M0CDL:
Mr. J. S. Griffin M0CDL
35 Cottage Street
Kingswinford
West Midlands
DY6 7QE
Please do make an effort to write articles. Similar to the saying "Every
person has a book in them", I'm sure that "Every FISTS member has many
Key Note articles in them". Don't be modest. It's not unusual for submissions to start with "This may be of interest" or "I don't know if this is of
any interest, but..." and they always are interesting!
For example:









How did you get involved in CW / radio?
Have you been a radio officer and can tell us some of your experiences?
What CW activities have you been up to lately? For example CW
on HF/VHF/QRP/DX/portable.
Have you been to any radio rallies or shows recently?
Have you a new key, radio or accessory you could review?
Have you a construction project you've recently finished and could
report on?
Have you been experimenting with antennas and can tell us your
results?
Is there something (CW-related!!) that winds you up & you'd like to
get off your chest?

Articles can be as short as a single paragraph or many pages long and
accompanying photographs and diagrams are particularly welcome.
We’re also happy to include radio-related adverts from members.
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QSL Bureau News
Glenn M0AYI, #4844, has stood down as sub-manager for the M and 2
series prefixes. Thanks to Glenn for his hard work for FISTS.
We're pleased to welcome Bill GM0DXB as the QSL sub-manager for the
G0 series of callsigns and Phil M6PHL as the QSL sub-manager for the M
and 2 series of callsigns. To send stamped, self-addressed envelopes to
them, write to:
Bill McGill - GM0DXB
112 West Main Street
Armadale
Bathgate
West Lothian
EH48 3JB

Phil Hughes - M6PHL
111 Wisbech Road
Littleport
Ely
CB6 1JJ

At the start of this Key Note you can find the addresses for Chuck and all
the sub-managers. This information is also available on the website’s
QSL Bureau page.

BrassPounder has a new home
Rob M0BPT, Activity Manager, has moved to a new website. Copies of
BrassPounder and activity results for 2010 can now be found at:
http://m0bpt-fists.webs.com
Copies for 2009 and earlier can be found on the FISTS website at:
http://www.fists.co.uk/activitiesresults.html

Fist of the Year 2010
We will be making an award to the "Fist of the Year" again this year. The
nomination form will be in the Winter 2010 Key Note along with an alternative form on the website. However, between now and then, please
think about who you would like to nominate. Please note that committee members and helpers are not eligible.
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From The Membership Sec’

John M0CDL, #5592

Hello from me! It’s been a while! As you have
seen from Graham’s editorial that Paul has
stepped down from the editor’s post; Chris,
Paul’s son is demanding more and more of Paul
and Anne’s time and Paul just does not have the
time to put Keynote together. We must apologise for the lack of the Summer Keynote. Graham, Rob, and myself will be taking over the editing and Graham will put Keynote together. We have also decided that
the printers will handle the envelope packing and postage. It won’t cost
us that much extra! I hope you will join me in saying Thank you to Paul
for all the work he has done in keeping Fists together and the strong
friendly club it is. On to the New Members, please welcome:
14596 G4MLG Allister
14598 G4GQP Bob
*14800 M0JCM John
14802 G4VSS Mike
14804 2E0LMD Anne
14806 GX7HOA Widnes & Runcorn ARC
14808 G4OOE Nick
14810 M0BJX Robert
14812 MM0SSG Craig
14814 EI4GXB Ger
14816 G3YVZ Thomas
14818 M0DKN David
14820 G0KSC Justin
14822 2E0JYK Graham
14824 VE3GTC Graham
14826 OE5BFM Herb
14828 G4GVM Derek
14830 GW6ITJ Martyn
14832 AA1OF Jerry
14834 2E0VHA Tony
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14597 G3UFO David
14599 G4ZZB Matt
14801 G4DFV Duncan
14803 M0AIS Arnold
14805 2E0LKC Peter
14807 G0UCP John
14809 2E0BKW Gareth
14811 G0YSS Anthony
14813 G4GVB Alan
14815 G4LNA Paul
14817 EA4FYQ Ruben
14819 ON6WP Paul
14821 F8VOD Thomas
14823 OH5JJL Tuomas
14825 PA3AQL Paul
14827 GW4GJA Ken
14829 G0ORC Vincent
14831 2E0WVE Mervyn
14833 G4GVD Stephen
14835 PA0RKT Gerard

14836 DK3LJ Jan
14838 PD0TAS Paul
14840 G4OKB Barrie
14842 M0JZK John
14844 2E0AZK Albert
14846 M0GEU Allan
14848 PA3FOE Cor
14850 OZ4SR Steen
14852 M0LRM Peter
14854 G0OAN Sean
14856 IZ3DBA Jack
14858 MW6TEL Dave

14837 G4COE David
14839 S50JA Janez
14841 2E0BTR Geoff
14843 2E0CWC Carl
14845 KA4WJB Joe
14847 G1OJS Alan
14849 G4DRX Dave
14851 OE3LHB Heinz
14853 M0UMH Les
14855 G4CZK Tony
14857 CT1ETE Paulo
14859 PU3LGS Roberto

*Please Note the new number sequence
I’m Sorry to announce the following members are Silent Key.
8949 G8XGQ Tony
5541 G3VVP Fred
4898 G2FXS John

6419 ON4LR Frans
689 GW0BOJ Howard
2228 Fritz HB9RE

I’ve had several e mails from members asking about help with on air CW
practice; this is something that Fists used to do! But with the advent of
the Data Protection Act we are reluctant to publish members’ telephone
numbers; we’re thinking along the lines of asking members who would
like to mentor beginners and improvers with on air practice to get in
touch with us. We now have a small list of volunteers in the members
only area of the Fists website. So if you would like some slow Morse on
air practice, please have a look on the website. For members without
internet access we will publish a list of volunteers’ telephone numbers in
Keynote; these telephone numbers would only be published with the
member’s permission. Finally if you have any stories, articles, News,
who you have worked on air, or cartoons!, please let us know and we
will include them in Keynote. Please send them to Rob M0BPT or me
John M0CDL; we would like to set up a member’s news page. Without
your input we cannot produce Your Keynote Magazine.
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Vy 73 from me and hope to meet you at one of the rallies we hope to
cover this year! Vy 73 John M0CDL.

Awards
Congratulations to the following members on achieving FISTS Awards
this year:
Milan OK1KW, #4827, on achieving the Diamond Century Award, Platinum 250 Award and the Millionaire Award along with the 2, 3 and 4 Million Endorsement Stickers.
Geoff G4AQZ, #7768, on achieving the Diamond Century Award.
Bert F6HKA, #14577, on achieving the Basic Century Award, Silver Century Award, Millionaire Award and Worked All States Award.
John 2E0JCY, #13253, on achieving the Basic Century Award.

Webmaster's Report

Graham G3ZOD, #8385

There are some new pages on the website:
- Silent Keys (Members' Area)
- Arrange Slow Speed Morse (QRS) Contacts (Members'
Area)
- Order Replacement Member Certificate
Thanks to help from a number of members, we now have the majority
of Key Notes on the website. The main gap is for 1987 and 1988; I’m
hopeful that copies of these may still be found. However, one very
pleasant surprise was a copy of the very first ever newsletter from 1987.
I’m indebted to Vince G0CVH, #48, for providing this.
To view secure pages in the Members' Area, it's now necessary to provide your callsign when logging in. I'm sorry that this is not quite as convenient as before, but is needed for upcoming features.
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The hosting company’s reliability over the past couple of months has not
been great. Fortunately, at the time of writing, the situation seems to
have improved. “Shared hosting”, where the hosting company hosts
websites for many clients on a single server computer, is relatively inexpensive but can never really be 100% reliable as it depends on all the
websites being well-behaved in addition to good management of the
server computer.
They have recently provided a substantial increase in the limits on bandwidth, disk space and databases at no extra charge. I have some ideas
for future features as time permits (and I don’t need to keep such a careful watch on our “bandwidth” now, HI).
I've been doing some work on the FISTS Log Converter program that allows entries for FISTS Activities to be created easily from ADIF files or
Ham Radio Deluxe logbook databases. I hope to have a new version
ready later in the year. One observation was made about the program
only running on Windows. I was considering providing a web-based version so that people could submit their logs to the website. However, on
reflection, I don't think this is practical because it would require too
much processing power (note the earlier comment about websites needing to be “well-behaved”), which would almost certainly result in a protest from the hosting company. As a compromise, anyone who has an
electronic logbook but not on Windows, is welcome to send me a copy
of their log by email and I will convert it and return the results.
73 de Graham G3ZOD webmaster@fists.co.uk
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Renovations to a Key

David Dunn G3SCD/VK3DBD, #3756

Like many other Amateur Radio freaks I have a small collection of Keys.
This happened more by accident than intention, perhaps I just cannot
resist what appears to be a bargain when I see one, or is it that I simply
like to possess -and use- some of the tools of yesteryear?.
It was some years ago that I acquired an RAF D type key, when a good
friend became Silent Key -this was the first I had ever seen and it was
later I realised this was an extremely good design and in fact stood in
high esteem in the world of such instruments.
Apart from being a "man sized" key it is constructed with no compromise
materials, massive chunks of brass and a pair of solid silver contacts
around 3/8" square by 3/16 thick. The mechanical parts are mounted on
a hefty slab of Ebonite and all is encased under a quickly detachable
brown Bakelite cover.
For airborne use the brother of this key was the "bathtub" key, a flameproof one, much smaller and apart from the brown coloured Bakelite
construction, bore little resemblance to the type D. In fact surely no one
would voluntarily choose to use the bathtub, a chalk and cheese comparison indeed.
Recently, visiting a local Junk
sale, a vendor offered a type D
key for sale and as this was only
the second I have ever seen, my
bargain hunting genes went into
motion and I bought it. I was
told it had a little history and
had been the very key used at
the RAF "North Coast" radio
club in Gibraltar ZB until that
was disbanded. The key was
rescued from the scrap heap.
Unfortunately, sometime in the
past, someone had clumsily atPage 10

tempted to drill a hole through the key base, very close to one corner
and this resulted in breaking off a chunk of the ebonite base and the
drilling from the underside also broke off a corner of the cover, leaving a
gaping 1/4 inch wide gap, the particles needless to say, long gone.
Now Bakelite is quite brittle material and I always thought it was a form
of baked rubber, but according to my research (afterwards) it is a Phenol
resin and it is actually Ebonite that is a baked rubber derivative. It seems
Bakelite can also be made in a variety of colours. But the original was
usually the familiar brown we used to see on objects such as domestic
electrical fittings.
Not having much hope of a decent repair to this key, I half heartedly
tried out superglue to join a crack in the cover and it seemed to work
quite well.
Then, with the misconception I had about the baked rubber, knowing
that superglue would in fact stick well to many rubber products, a rummage in the junk found an old Bakelite light switch a part of this having
some fair thickness of material. My new key had in terms of volume,
probably as much as 2 cubic centimetres missing at the damaged corner.
Placing the old switch on a sheet of paper suitable sections were filed
away until I had a heap of brown dust and a sample was tested out with
a drop of superglue.
There was a rapid reaction and the particles clung together, became hot
and actually smoked for a second emitting some rather eye watering
fumes. Very reminiscent of my schoolboy experiments with chemistry
sets, - this looked really promising.
It was found that by placing a drop of superglue on the damaged edges,
then carefully pouring some of the filings on this part, followed by another drop of glue, over a period of an hour or two it was possible to
build up the missing area slowly, a few minutes to set, then a scrape and
file with sandpaper and a small file, then back to produce more filings
and repeating the exercise several times.
Slowly the missing part was restored. Not exactly a speedy task, but
eventually a quite reasonable appearance resulted and although it is not
invisible, it would certainly pass a cursory glance. Careful filing and apPage 11

plication of fine emery followed by a polish with some metal polish has
restored the cover to a very acceptable state.
The large missing section of the Ebonite base corner was not quite so
serious in my opinion but I attempted the same treatment using the
same method. This too worked well.

Unfortunately I did not have any ebonite to file up so the greenish-black
of the base is repaired with a brownish-black material. Perhaps in the
future I may replace that with some ebonite fill.
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I made the unforgivable omission of not photographing the original damage, but here is one showing the completed repair. Proof of the pudding
is in the viewing!

Dave Versus the L-Match

Dave M0GGK, #12510

Dave M0GGK, a relative newcomer to construction, takes a light-hearted
look at his trials and tribulations when he took on an L-Match antenna
matching unit.
Saturday 20:14
Aghhhh how do I wind a coil and get it to stick to a slippery film container? What is the trick?
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Sunday 18:19
Well I discovered several things last night, first was alcohol, second was
superglue and third was I did it. I managed to wind the coil up to 75
turns. I thought that would be enough then I soldered each bit ready for
a connection with the clip. Then I tested with a amp meter on bleep that
each connection works and it does.
By 2am I was pretty drunk and decided to go to bed once I could figure
how to unglue my hands from the beer glass before the xyl found me.
Tonight I will do the drilling marking and hopefully connecting up.
Where can I get some good stickers to stick on this to show my call sign
etc.?
Monday 07:15
( The rocky anthem playing )
Ladies and gentleman,
it gives me great pleasure to announce in the soldered super glued and
without a pint glass in his hand class, weighing in at not a lot:
Dave's L match tuner all finished!
Done it. I finished it last
night and it looks ok. I will
test it today if the
weather gets better. I put
a BNC plug on the back
and 2 quick connectors. When I find my camera I will take some pics
and get test results with
my k2 and a long wire
stretched across the garden. And a counterpoise.
A little chuffed here, not sure if it will work but still a little chuffed.
Asked the xyl what she thought and I got "mmmmmm".
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Monday 21:19
Well guess what, it works on 40m 20m 17m 15m and 10m
Perfect match 1-1 on all bands cannot get a match on 30m or 12m
Chuffed as anything here. Just worked iz3lci/qrp in Venice with 5 watts and
he gave me 579 lol.
Best on 80m is 2-5 to 1. I worked g3yho and he gave me 559 with 5 watts.

Celebrity CW Operators Rich G4FAD, #14086
I was interested to read in earlier editions of Keynote about Elvis and
Johnny Cash both being CW operators in the Army. The only famous person I have known was David Nobbs a writer who amongst many other
books and plays is best known for the ”Fall and Rise of Reginald Perrin”.
David lived for 12 years in the next village to us and as we had a close mutual friend I got to see a lot of him. We were chatting one night and I mentioned my interest in Ham Radio, to my surprise he told me that in the
early 1950’s he had been in the Royal signals and had been in their high
speed unit listening and writing down CW at speeds over 30 wpm. I asked
him if he had ever thought about becoming a Ham, as I was struggling with
20 wpm at the time, I think it is best not to write down his reply but suffice
to say I don’t think he enjoyed the army life.
He told me of one night in 1954 -5 when he was in Munster, Germany
where his task was to take down high speed Morse from unidentified
sources, it was during the football season, Wolves were playing the Hungarian team Honved at Molyneux, but as David was on duty so he and the
rest of the watch listened to Morse in the one headphone and to the
match being broadcast on BBC forces network in the other. The match was
a friendly one but it was the first match that an English team had played
against foreign opposition for about 9 or 10 years due to the war, so there
was intense excitement about it. During the course of the evening the CO
popped into the hut and congratulated the sergeant on the good and diligent work of the men. Unfortunately at that moment Wolves scored and
15 hands shot into the air shouting “goal”. The CO was not amused.
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The Llaves Telegraficas Artesanas mini key Ian G6TGO, #14556
I have just got the mothballs out of
my wallet, to purchase a Mini Key,
for the 2010 6m Sporadic E season.
I will be operating /p mainly from
Devon and Cornwall.
Mini Key Description.
Made out of brass, it sits on a
wooden plinth, under the plinth
there are 3 transparent rubber feet
(see picture below).
I found this caused the key to rock
side to side even on a flat surface
when a heavy handed FIST like me is
using it hi, this was off putting.
So what I intend to do is remove the
feet and for my use only, secure the
plinth to a secondary wooden base
because as you will see later this
will be used within a carry case.
Tension adjusters are finished as brass and because of its over all size
needs minute adjustment.
The Plinth dimensions are 9.2cm by 5cm wide.
I have now drilled two holes though the plinth to attach it to my base
plinth for inserting into the carry case.
At first before permanent fitting in the carry case a live test was carried
out true portable between Fist Member, Graham G3ZOD and myself .
A lot of movement of the strike bar side to side was noted, but I closed
the Gap and tightened the tension this made it feel like a respectable key
and stabilised it a little which meant less squawky scraping sounding CW!
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If you want a quirky and fun looking, up and downer and you operate /p
then this is the key for you, however the cost I thought was weighty at
about £45, however if it brings me many stations in 2010 then it has
been worth it as I operate from the Beach!.
73 de Ian FISTS 14556

Performing earthing
experiments in the
snow with the mini
key and portable
6m station.

Old Timer, New member

John Ellerton, G3NCN, #13228

This is by way of introducing myself. I have been a member for some
three years, but have been occupied with family matters, which of
course come before the rest of my life!
I was born in 1937, which makes me the magic 73 years old now. I remember when I was only a few years old looking into the tuning dial of
our old wireless set to see where the voices came from. I didn’t get the
answer then, but I did see what I thought was a flight of stairs - I now
know it was the vanes of a tuning capacitor. No digital tuning in those
days.
I can remember being interested in signalling with lamps when about 10
years old, so the communication bug was already beginning to bite. But
it was at about 13 years old that I finally got the radio bug. I was in the
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Scouts, and took my Wirelessman badge. This entailed a little study to
find out how a crystal set worked, and involved a knowledge of tuning
circuits. I don’t remember who examined me for this badge, but I imagine it was some local amateur with a Scouting connection.
So I became a Short Wave Listener - a threatened breed in these days of
instant foundation training. I used to listen to the local amateurs on 160
metre AM, chatting about radio, and I knew I wanted to be one. By this
time I must have been about 15 years old, having built a number of crystal sets, and I set about building a “0-V-1” radio receiver.
This was a straight detector and audio amplifier receiver which had
“reaction” added to it. This enabled the detector valve to oscillate,
which enabled the reception of CW signals. At this time I met a local
amateur, Charlie Norman, G3FCY, whose family provided a secure and
hospitable base in which my learning could grow. Charlie helped me by
pointing to magazine articles and by showing me operating on his rig which was a 150 watt transmitter in a 6ft rack in the corner of his living
room, together with an AR77 amateur band receiver. So Charlie encouraged me to learn Morse, and with the newly built 0-V-1 receiver I began
listening to Morse on 80 metres and 160 metres. I used to listen for
“CQ” and try to read the callsigns. That was a great way to start off learning Morse, and also to find the interest of hearing signals from different
countries.
I can’t remember where I got it, but I somehow found a wonderful receiver called a R1221. It was an early superhet in a wooden case, using
battery powered valves with 2v filaments. It had reaction on the final
detector, for CW, and covered the 160, 80 and 40 metre bands. I can
remember staying up as late as I could (how about 3am?) to listen for
DX.
I finally went, at 18 years old, to Coventry, where I did a five year apprenticeship with GEC, specialising, of course, in the radio side.
After this I went to Labgear as an engineer, working on radio microphone
receiving equipment (very early stages of radio mics), and after a couple
more years I finally joined Racal in Bracknell. And then I worked until my
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retirement some 31 years later.
At Racal, I was a systems engineer, but eventually found myself working
on post design development curing faults on various types of production
receiver, such as RA17, and its transistorised equivalent, the RA217 family of receivers. It was my privilege to join in the development of the
RA1770 family of receivers, which made a significant leap in strong signal
performance, and captured a good market for Racal.
As new and cleverer engineers took up the receiver work, I returned to
Systems engineering and had many years of fulfilment in that area.
Of course my family were growing up at this time, and I had left amateur
radio to concentrate on bringing them up. My XYL suggested that, when
the children left home, I should take up radio again. With the purchase
of a second hand rig, I found that after all those years of absence I could
still do some 15wpm Morse, so I began to concentrate on CW operating,
which I have never left.
Although I am comfortable up to some
28wpm now, I am
equally happy to
reduce speed to
whatever is necessary and I find that
QRS operating is
very relaxing. So I
hope anyone out
there gives me a
call, if you hear me, John logging at NFD 2003. Photo courtesy of Dave G3YMC
at whatever speed you find comfortable (up to 28wpm!!). I am happy to
simply join in at your speed. After all, for me the real pleasure is making
friends and chatting to folk, which is far more important than going fast
for its own sake.
73 to all members
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Hentenna in the Hills

Colin M5FRA, #7738

I have always enjoyed portable operating, it started in the early 1970s
with bits of ex AM PMR gear in the
back of an old Morris 1100. So when I
returned to radio this year I decided
that /P operation was a must.
Being some what physically challenged in that I cannot lift heavy
weights, or haul up long antenna
poles with 6 element 6m beams on
top, I opted for the light weight approach. Six metres was a must and
finding plans for a Hentenna I decided
it fitted the design criteria. It also fitted the wallet criteria as I could
scrounge enough bits to make one.
My 6m Hentenna consists of 2
lengths of plastic conduit salvaged
from a scrap milking parlour on a
local farm, around 8m of black connecting wire, 3 lengths of brazing
rod I bought for car repairs 30 years
ago and a strip connector which I
had to buy for 50p.
The resulting antenna was secured
to an old 10m (now about 8.75m
after several mishaps) fishing pole.
As the antenna weighs in at less
than 500gms (or about a pound) it
was easy to erect even in a ‘stiff
breeze’.
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I was eager to try it out
and as there had been a
good sporadic E opening the day before so I
drove a short way to a
spot that is about 460m
ASL (1500 feet).
Yes it was a bit windy,
almost a gale, but the
antenna
and
pole
stayed up once I had
tightened all the joints to stop spontaneous telescoping. I doubt if I
could have managed to haul up any other type of antenna that has some
gain (~5db claimed) let alone keep it aloft in that wind.
Unfortunately the sporadic E was not to be and I only managed 4 contacts in a couple of hours, 3 of which were on CW, sorry but I succumbed
to a phone QSO. I’ll be back as they say and I am sure the antenna will
work well. Next project is one for 2m made from 15mm water pipe and
to finish the ‘Heath Robinson’ version of the Buddipole.
Colin – M5FRA
Rob M0BPT writes: Thanks for an excellent article Colin, the amateur
spirit comes to the fore once again, a total outlay of 50p! Dare I ask if
anyone can beat that? Touching on the subject of /p operation, I recollect
a story (And I've seen the images to back it up) of a couple of resourceful
amateurs who were entering a 2m activity /p, and, to save dismantling
the beam for transportation; one bright spark had the idea of lowering a
G2BCX 12ele ZL special and attached pole through the open sunroof of an
Austin Princess and proceed to the operating site with the passenger
holding the beam and pole steady! And, yes; you've guessed it, they
couldn't resist making a few contacts on the way! I wonder what our
traffic police would make of such antics in today’s world? I'd be pleased
to hear of any other recollections for inclusion in BrassPounder. With images if you have them.
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Gordon G4ZPY Retires from Key Making Graham G3ZOD, #8385
I was wondering about adding a link on our website to Gordon G4ZPY's
website and decided to email him to see if he was still making keys and
paddles. He replied saying that he was retiring and in the process of
making his very last ever set of paddles. Good for Gordon that he can
get time to go on the air himself, but a shame for the rest of us that
there will be no more of his excellent work available.

G4ZPY full size VHS iambic and miniature iambic paddles in use at G3ZOD

Replacement Member Certificates
If your original FISTS member certificate is lost or damaged, you can request a replacement from the Membership Secretary, John M0CDL (see
inside front cover for John’s details). There is a charge of £3.00 to cover
the cost and delivery within the UK.
Please remember to send your name, address, member number, callsign
and, if possible, the date you joined FISTS.
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Fred G3VVP #5541, Silent Key

Rob M0BPT, #5576

I've received news of the passing of an acquaintance and FISTS member
Fred. G3VVP. I understand that he became silent key on the 24th of

April. Again I understand he had been unwell for a few weeks and had a
few health problems of late. Fred had the most marvellous sense of humour, we shared many emails inflicting our own particular brand of humour on one-another. Fred is pictured above with his "MRM" (Most
readable Morse) Certificate gained in the 2008 EUCW QRS Party. Our
thoughts are with his family at this sad time. Rest in peace Fred...
Thanks to G3RYZ for the information.
I've received this communication from Peter. G3JFS.
Hello Robert, Fred's funeral took place this morning, the 5th of May at
the Weston Mill Crematorium, Plymouth, in the presence of family and
close friends. It was well attended by members from three local radio
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clubs - Plymouth Radio Club, West Devon Radio Club and the Saltash and
District Radio Club. The FISTS Club was represented by myself; G3JFS
Fists #8985, Roy G4PRL #8997 and Mick G3RYZ #6081.
During the tribute Fred's amateur radio activities and especially his great
interest in Morse code and the FISTS Club received a special mention. The
vicar seemed to understand what this was about; no wonder, after the
service we learned that he was the son-in-law of Mike G3ULN, another
keen local CW operator.
As requested I passed your condolences to the family.
Many members will know Fred either from working him on the air or
reading his words of wisdom that appeared from time to time in Brasspounder. They will be pleased to know that there was a good amateur
radio presence at his send off. You will be pleased to know that Fred enjoyed reading the Brasspounder each month.
73 Peter, G3JFS
Thanks for the update Peter. I know many will miss Fred on air, his words
of wisdom, and not least his ability to poke fun at himself, and share it
with us. Yet another "Character" leaves us...

Valve Nostalgia

Graham G3ZOD, #8385

I received a particularly nice QSL card via the GQRP bureau from DL3RAD
(for a 30m QRP CW QSO). Notice the valve on the right is the once famous 807 (widely used as a power amplifier).
To me, the shape of the
807 makes it look very
quaint. The Heathkit DX100U CW/AM transmitter
I had a long time ago instead used a pair of 6146
valves with a more modern appearance.
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The ones in my experience that looked the most
elegant though were the QQV06-40A and its
shorter brother, the
Q Q V O 3 - 2 0 A
(pictured on the
right). I used a
QQV06-40A in a 2m
amplifier and a
QQV03-20A, which
was capable of less
power but higher
frequencies, as a
"tripler" to get me a
70cm signal from a
2m input signal.
The 2m signal itself
came from the
lower rated QQVO3/10, which had a very plain appearance.

David M0TUB, #14528, Achieves Morse Code Certificate
David M0TUB has achieved a Morse
Code Certificate of Competency and is
shown here being presented with it by
Morse assessor Albert G3ZHE.
The scheme is run by the RSGB (UK
national radio society). While there
are no extra licence privileges associated with the certificates, there’s a
real sense of achievement in gaining
one.
For details of the certificates, please
visit the RSGB website page:
http://www.rsgb.org.uk/morse
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6m Portable in Cornwall

Ian G6TGO, #14556

I have been in Cornwall early June 2010 operating 50Mhz QRP bedroom
portable with a TS690 Mk2 3w battery operated and a whip aerial pictured below. I Worked UW5Y, SM6CCO, SF4J, LA1XFA, SE6Y, LA4KBA all
on CW.
Managed a few SSB's as
well from the bedroom
and even operated from
the Marazion Beach car
park near Penzance,
Cornwall (IO70) this attracted not only the local Police but a passing
German Coach party
plus a passing chap from
VK on hearing my CW
came to see what I was
up to!
He was a Radio Amateur
but I never asked his call
because of the interruption by the local Police. I
had a crowd of people
around me hence why
the Police arrived! The
Police were fascinated
that I was sending Morse and wondered if I was a Russian spy? Their
words not mine! The questioning was in good humour and I showed
them my Licence and an Ofcom contact business card and off they went.
Sadly despite my efforts no cw contacts were made from that location
but at least a lot of tourists had a picture of an English eccentric at work
hi!
73 de IAN.G6TGO.
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Letter from Eric G0OTE, #9850
I would like to write in support of Walford Electronic rigs. I have five rigs
from Tim Walford and they all work well. They are good value for money
and not difficult to make. Tim does not provide boxes but they can be
picked up at rallies or made at home. There is no point in making home
brew equipment look like a factory produced item. I have a Walford
three band CW rig in a Chinese biscuit tin and there is room for an SWR
meter in there. It looks and is home brew and works well.
The instructions supplied with Walford rigs are excellent; he explains in
detail what the rig will do, how it works and how to build it and get it
working. Tim is pleased to give advice to builders in difficulty on the
phone or email.
My next project will be a Walford Mendip and Polden 5 watts, 3 band
phasing CW receiver and matching transmitter.
It is wrong to send DE G0OTE/QRP — it’s against the rules. Why should
anyone want to do this anyway? Are they ashamed of their signal? Are
they going with a begging bowl and asking for pity? Never tell the other
station you are QRP until you receive your RST report and then say my
PWR is 5W. Do you think the 100W station you are working and just
given him RST 559 would give you a report of RST 599 if told before that
your station is QRP? Remember if a 100W station was giving you S9 on
the S meter reduced his power to 5W he would still be S7, a very good
signal.
73 Eric G0OTE, #9850

Letter from Graham G3ZOD, #8385
Personally I don't use /QRP with my callsign; it feels too much like looking for sympathy. Regarding the legality, I have an email from an OFCOM employee last year in reply to whether /QRP is legal, that states:
“It is recognised by Licensees operating low power to indicate their
operating status by signing "Their Call QRP” the licence is silent on
that suggesting there is nothing against doing so.”
Graham G3ZOD FISTS #8385
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Letter from Peter G4LEG, #9824
Use of regens with CW transmitters
I built a 2-v-3 regen in 1990, when I also had a Codar AT5. I used the
same T/R switching as that transmitter, and, though I didn’t put it on the
air, it worked. I’ve parts for another rx, a set of Cambion amateur band
coils, parts for the PW Beginners’ 10W TX and a stabilised valve HT
power unit. Oh, and circuits. Lots.
Denco Coils
Try www.vintageradio.me.uk. Use Denco+Coils as a search term. The
name only gives you an air conditioning company, among many useless
sites and links. Expect to pay about £5 — 6 on eBay’s amateur section.
Same in forum offers, although I’ve had no sense out of forum sellers.
Some obscure vintage and fringe sellers charge silly prices. The original
Denco coils won’t be made again; the owner will not make them or licence manufacture.
Regenerative Receivers
The Hendricks kit is a development of a circuit in a two design article by
Charles Kitchin N1TEV from Communications Quarterly. The original’s
coil design was a 1.125 inch plug in form from Antique Electronic Supply,
which is no longer made (The maker retired!). I won’t be building another “simple” British design, now I’ve seen some of Kitchin’s other articles.
Call Suffixes
The call is “CQ QRP de XXXXXX” or “CQ de XXXXX (space) QRP” That’s all.
80 M propagation
I have a horizontal OFCD for 40 and an HF6V vertical.
With a horizontal wire aerial the radiation pattern will be a doughnut
axial to the wire. With a low aerial, less than one quarter wavelength
high, ground proximity will distort the shape to a cardioid pointing
roughly upward. There will be three reception areas. One from ground
wave, whose range depends on power, but is usually around 10 to 15
miles at 10 watts. A sky wave will result from the high angle cardioid radiation. This wave will be received in two annular rings, about twenty
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miles wide, spaced 50 and 100 miles from the transmitter aerial. The
second annular ring is the second “hop” (obviously, the first is the first
“hop”!). Between these areas will be “zones of silence”, where you will
not be heard.
With the vertical, low angle radiation results, which put my 10W 80M
CW into the USA at 559 at 22:30. This is probably the effect on reflecting
layers of the shift in the jet stream position. Make the most of it!
Club Project
I know it’s a little expensive, but I’d suggest the G4HUP kit of the
VK5HBR Pic based LC meter. I now know the swing of every variable capacitor I have, I can make a coil and be certain it is correct, and find the
value of the things extracted from scrapped monitors. (The inductor
cores are mostly useless at RF: they might make good audio filters and
feedback transformers for battery valve HT.) That information means no
time wasted, no guesswork, and no “funny” “hard to wind” coils. Best
purchase I ever made, after my CT471 multimeter.
Keynote
To save postage and ink cartridges (I get mine on line), reduce the font
size by half to reduce the number of sheets. If you can make an A5
booklet format, it should save a lot. The website is good, easy to use and
informative. Responds fast, and clearly displayed. Overall, VG*.
Peter G4LEG #9824
G3ZOD: Thank you for the comments Peter. Key Note is produced originally in A5 booklet format and the font size was arrived at after feedback
on the need to make it accessible to those with some vision impairment.
For printing at home, the Adobe PDF reader has settings on the Print dialog allowing two sheets per page (set “Page Scaling” to “Multiple pages
per sheet” and “Pages per sheet” to “2”. I did work out how much it cost
per printed sheet on my inkjet printer taking into account paper and ink
costs and once I’d recovered from the shock (!), in my case printing at
home is expensive compared to subscribing to the paper Key Note.
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EYAW (Exchange Your Age Week) Results

Rob M0BPT, #5576

The EYAW activity for 2010 has again been well received by members!
It's very pleasing to see (and hear) much enthusiasm from entrants over
the week. As some of you may be aware, three of the FISTS HQ Stations
were active during the activity to give points away, very pleasing for me
to meet and enjoy a brief chat with those who made the trip through the
ether to the call(s). A mention and thanks must go to John, M0CDL for
allowing me to take over his facilities whilst using GX0IPX and MX5IPX
HQ Calls. I must thank you all for your kind words and comments sent
with your entries.
Tony Saunders. G8XGQ #8949
I'm always saddened when I hear news of the loss of a member of the
society. And it is with regret I
must inform you of the passing of Tony Saunders. G8XGQ
#8949. I understand he became silent key on the 16th of
March. Tony was a great supporter and one of the "FISTS
Activity family" when I took
on the mantle of activities organiser. I had been concerned that I'd not heard
from him for some time, from what I can gather, he had been very ill for
a considerable amount of time but still tried to keep going and support
the various events that he enjoyed entering. A brave man! He will be
sorely missed by us all who are involved in the activities within the society.
The image shown is with him proudly posing with his
"MKW" (Mixed Key Week) Certificate. This was the final MKW (2008)
before I axed it from the calendar due to lack of support. Our thoughts
are with the family at this sad time. Rest in peace Tony.
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Lets take a look at the final results table.
(*Denotes award recipient)
In summing up. It has been an excellent
week of activity. I've been heartened by
the many comments of support, the fact
that members have joined in as their first
CW event and found it most rewarding. I
can assure you that EYAW will be included
in the 2011 events calendar; so I hope
you'll all make a mental note and join us
next year.

CALL POINTS AV. AGE
G4LHI*
7638
63
G3ASG*
6608
64
G3HAL*
4011
65
G3ZRJ
3741
65
2E0JCY
3342
67
M0DRK
3235
68
M6PHL
2605
70
G0GSY
2360
65
M1ETX
2348
65
G0ANV
2110
68
G0BAK
2010
65
G3LHJ
1660
70
G3ZOD
1541
64
K4UK
1515
63
G0AZR
1508
68
G4TTY
1505
55
MX5IPX
1372
66
GX0IPX
806
71
G0IAL
767
67
GX3ZQS
600
73

Looking at the results table, you'll see that
our senior members have taken the top
three slots; all being octogenarians. G4LHI
at 83 years; G3ASG at 87 years; and G3HAL
at 88 years! Congratulations to all three for
such an excellent effort during the week.
A few comments regarding the age of
members/non members worked during the
event; I did think that Pol, G3HAL was going
to be the most senior member active; but
Dawson, G3AHS at 89 years, came on air and gave points away to make
him the most senior member heard during the event. The most senior
amateur heard during the event was Davey. G3AGA in Penzance at 90
years!

It's time to close the EYAW for another year, many thanks to those who
came on air and supported the event. It's been very rewarding to hear
comments about the enjoyment folk have had during the event. I look
forward to receiving many more entries and comments in 2011. Till
then, keep well, keep pounding brass!
73. M0BPT
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Brasspounder August 2010 Issue 53 Rob M0BPT, #5576
Welcome to the August edition.
Another month arrives and leaves with haste, where does the time go?
As I prepare BP we are enjoying good weather after wet week here in the
West Midlands and certainly a good percentage of the UK. I assume that
many will be taking the chance to do last minute maintenance to aerials
etc. And no doubt last minute chores in the garden.
Lets look at some of the reports/comments received.
Firstly from Roy, GI4CBG
Hello Rob.
I enclose my ladder for August. Activity has generally been curtailed as I
have taken delivery of my new rig, FT450AT; and I'm still trying to find
my way around all the new knobs and switches and find out what does
what! There are 99 pages in the manual, so far I've only used the info on
a fraction of them. But I'm getting there, using 80w to my doublet. I
haven't used the automatic ATU yet, I still prefer to use my Palstar AT1.
Thank you for all your good work within FISTS.
73, Roy, GI4CBG
Hello Roy, good to hear from you, and thanks for your kind words, as
mentioned before, it’s a team effort and a pleasure to do. Good to hear
that you're ploughing through the manual, all new equipment these
days, comes with ever increasing pages! I recollect spending a good day
looking through the manual for my Icom before even turning it on!
And from Graham 2E0JYK
Hi Rob, enclosed my activity ladder for August. Had a good time contacting members/non-members, and am enjoying my CW more and more! I
hope to be on the HF Bands soon when I feel more confident and a little
more experienced on the key. I feel that I'm doing well, and the local
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lads are saying to me that like everything else, it will come to those who
persevere. A big thank you must go to G4LHI who introduced me to the
club and CW. And the others for their patience. I wished he'd have
twisted my arm back in 2005!
Kind regards to all. Graham. 2E0JYK #14822
Hello Graham, good to hear that you're enjoying membership of the society and your CW. Peter has introduced many to the club over the years,
and of course supported those who are starting to use the mode, many
will look forward to you joining in on HF and meeting you and getting
your number in their logs. Stick at it, you will find it a very rewarding
journey.
From Phil, M6PHL
Hello Robert,
Here is my log for the August Fists Ladder.
Once again thanks to all those members I worked during August, I find
the evening sessions do seem to be a bit better than those in the afternoon at the moment.
Once again many thanks to all those worked in August and I look forward
to hearing you all on next months Ladder.
73 Phil M6PHL Fists:14543
Good to hear from you once again Phil. G0AZR mentioned to me in email
that he too had a good evening session during the month. The 4 periods
of operation were designed to help people who have other things to do
or take advantage of the conditions to meet more members on air.
From Gra. G3ZOD
Ladder
I was limited this month again to one Sunday (22nd August) but did manage to do a little better, including a 40m QSO during the afternoon session. It was particularly nice to meet up with Paul G4LNA #14815 for the
first time during the evening on 80m.
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VHF
I came 69 out of 73 in the 6m July UKAC with my usual CW-only entry,
which I'm happy with given the power and indoor antenna. I've submitted "FISTS CW Club" in the past few entries as the UKAC contests allow
points to be allocated to RSGB-affiliated societies - I figure the publicity
can't hurt! As a club we're 39/41. If anyone else can join in, it would
help move FISTS up the table.
I did the same with the 4m UKAC this month, although it proved even
tougher than getting contacts than on 6m.
HQ Callsigns and Points
From talking to Dennis K6DF (FISTS Awards manager) while working on a
small software project, it turns out there is some confusion about points
for FISTS HQ club stations GX0IPX #1, GX3ZQS #2 and MX5IPX #7778. For
the purposes of Awards such as the Basic Century, only GX0IPX is
counted as an HQ club station (5 points). On the other hand, my understanding is that for Activities such as the Ladder, all three are counted as
HQ club stations for 5 points.
A suggestion: as the 2011 Activity Calendar is on the horizon, how about
including the list of which callsigns count as HQ Club stations for the Activities? I believe that they are GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, VK2FDU,
ZL6FF, JL3YMV and KN0WCW.
And a welcome back to Kevin,G4CMZ, who comments;
Hi Rob, managed to find some time at last, unfortunately the band was
very poor.
Looking forward to catching up with some friends again. Take care.
G4CMZ 6440 .
Good to hear from you once again Kev. I'm sure the ladder members are
pleased to hear on air.
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From Piet; PA3AFF
Dr Robert,
Here my ladder results for August.
Vy happy to have worked David G3SCD aka VK3DBD.
My score 11 points.
Stn: TS130V 15 W, 40m: dipole, 80m: 41m Zepp
73 de PA3AFF, Piet, Schaft, Fists 445.
Good to hear from you once again Piet. It would be nice to get David
with his "VK" Call in September (Hi)
And from Peter G4LHI.
Hello Robert, I attach my claim &
report for the August Ladder. In
spite of pretty ruff conditions on
the bands it was fun, it was still a
bit of a struggle to get a decent
score again this month, but I did
slightly improve on my July total,
perhaps conditions will improve
as the days get shorter & winter
sets in brrrr? I had a job to decide out of the two sessions on the 8th, both being for 14 points, but I
decided on the evening session as I worked a new member (for me) Reg
GI4BBE, 1188, many thanks Reg. The afternoon of the 22nd was a different story, I tail ended Daryl on 80m, he gave me the QRG & I could not
get off, station after station called me in spite of the poor condition,
sorry for those that I just could not resolve & I finally managed to pass
the QRG over to Graham G3ZOD, many thanks Graham, nice to have
been able to pull you out of the noise, hope you did well? I did have 8
QSO’s for 14 points on the 8th evening session & in the afternoon session on the 22nd 11 QSO’s for 21 points, giving me a little better total for
August of 35 points, but as always a very enjoyable event & nice to meet
new & old friends again. Very nice to see the list of entries is getting bigPage 35

ger each month & especially nice to see new callsigns appearing on the
list, must be encouraging for our Activity Manager. Very many thanks to
all for the QSO’s the signals were up & down on all stations, but if it was
easy we would not enjoy it so much hi. I see Graham, 2E0JYK, # 14822,
joined in again this month & is creeping up the Ladder, watch out guys
he is chasing us. That’s all for now folks, see you on the Ladder in September, by the time we get the next BP the SK Week will have been &
gone, I do hope it was a successful event this year Rob?
73/88 de Peter G4LHI # 2219 & Jean xx
Hello Peter. Good to hear from you, and thanks for your report and overview. As some may be aware, I did find time to get on with club calls,
GX0IPX, #1 and GX3ZQS, #2 during SKW; thanks to all who called in, always a pleasure to meet members. Logs are arriving at M0BPT for SKW,
very pleased to read your comments. SKW results will be published in due
course. In answer to your question Peter; Early signs are that SKW 2010
has been received with enthusiasm by members. Thanks for the image of
yourself with the EUCW Award 2010.
And from Jeremy, G0AZR
Hope things are well with you.
Attached is my small contribution to the August Ladder.
Radio time has been curtailed a little due to XYL illness.........
Conditions were quite variable for the two sessions on the 8th; 20 mtrs
was patchy and 80 non existent for me in the afternoon. Come evening
time 80 became quite good, shame we had to stop at 9pm.
Thanks again for all you put into the ladder and Brasspounder.......
Jeremy, G0AZR
Hello Jeremy, good to hear from you once again. Sorry to hear that June
is not too well, On behalf of us all, wish her a speedy return to good
health. Thanks for your kind words, as mentioned, it's a team effort and
something I enjoy doing.
From Derek, M0DRK
Hi Robert, Both sessions done in one day. Many thanks to the local memPage 36

bers and thank heavens for 2m cw. Could only hear Erkki OH7QR above
S7 of noise at times on 20m and 80m was just as bad. Hope all OK with
you and see you next month, 73s for now, Derek M0DRK.
Good to hear from you once again Derek.....2M CW? a great favourite of
mine....
From Bill, G0BAK.
Hi Rob
Please find attached my Fists Activity Ladder Log for August 2010.
We were away on Holiday in Ibiza early in August so I missed that Ladder
session. On our return I discovered that my Yaesu FT950 had developed
a fault which meant it had to go back to Yaesu for sorting. To say I was
gutted was putting it mildly. The 950 is the first radio that I have bought
new and for it to have a fault after only 8 months has made me feel a
little uncomfortable.
The xyl had arranged a trip to the Beamish Museum in Co Durham on the
22nd and so it looked like August was going to be a nil point Ladder
Score for me. We did however get an early start on the day and found
ourselves back in Leeds for 6PM. I sweet talked the xyl into letting me
have a blast on my old Alinco DX70 on our return. This took a bit of time
and I then realised that I needed to dig out the old manual ATU for the
radio and also to stick some batteries into my home made keyer (trust
me you don’t want to hear me on a straight key). Just managed to get
the antenna loaded and some rf out in time for the 18.00 utc start.
Well the old Alinco did me proud I had forgot just how good that radio is.
50 Watts on 80 metres brought me 7 contacts all of them Fists members
and 3 new callsigns for me. I had a good chat with Dave in Birmingham
G4ZPI who was sending super cw using his modified Bencher paddle,
well worth a look on his page at www.qrz.com.
So lets hope the Yaesu FT950 returns in time for the September Ladder.
Best wishes as always to all at your end Rob and to all Fists Members.
Bill G0BAK Fists 13262
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Always a pleasure to hear from you Bill, The news about the 950 is unsettling, lets hope it's just a minor glitch. I find that the Alinco marque is
much underrated by amateurs, I have a 70cms F3E set which is an exceptional performer; (If you can find anyone on there these days!)
Some other items of news and images;
From Vitaly; UU7JF
Hi Robert, Many thanks for nice awards
from the FISTS club. I Hope to take part at
the next QRS party. The main advocate of
QRS days in our RUQRP club is Valery
RW3AI. I think next year RUQRP members
will be there with new CW operators in
your Party.
73! Vitaly. UU7JF
And from YL op Rosel, DL2FCA
Dear OM Robert. Thank you
very much for your mail. I received the "Most Readable
Morse Certificate" and the
"First Place Award" for taking
part in the EUCW/FISTS-QRSParty. I'm happy and thankful
for this success. If it's possible, I will be QRV next year
again.
Vy 73 Rosel, DL2FCA
As you are all aware, I enjoy receiving images and news from amateurs;
either FISTS or EUCW members. Keep them coming! It's surprising just
how much others are pleased to see the "Face behind the key" in BP!
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Some EUCW Results from Paul HB9DST. ECM of the Helvetia Telegraphy
Club; HB9HTC.
Hello all,
I have just posted a file with the complete results from the 2010 National
Mountain Day contest.
Summary:
The top placing stations were:
1. HB9ABO/p
2. HB9BXE/p
3. HB9CGA/p
The winner of the special prize (points/kg) was HB9TVK/p (459 points/kg)
The winner of the home-station prize (bottle of wine) was HB9AIY
The top-ranking DX station in the home category was OK1DMA (#10).
Others who send logs in the home-station category were: OE4AAC,
OK1XMS/p, OK1DM and OK1TFH.
Thanks for participating, look forward to seeing you in 2011.
73, Paul HB9DST / AA1MI
EUCW Communications Manager
Helvetia Telegraphy Club HB9HTC
Incidentally, you can read news from EUCW on their Yahoo Groups page:
just go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/eucw/ for forthcoming events
etc.
Whilst exchanging emails with
M5FRA regarding CW, the conversation yielded this information
and images which I'll share with
you....
I built what I call a 'Morse box'. It
has an AF osc (simple NE555 circuit) and 2 key jacks and 2 headphone jacks with individual volume controls.
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I often use an earpiece insert plugged into one of the headphone jacks as
a substitute for headphones. The idea being that 2 people can send to
each other or it can just be used as a practice osc. It also has a keyer
with separate jack for paddles and a speed pot. So I use that for practice
but also have paddles connected to the rig and use the inbuilt keyer.
Thanks for the images Colin. (Good to work you during SKW)
That’s all from me for another month. You'll know by now that my webpage has changed and there is not so much archived on here... A full archive of BP's are available to view on the fists website www.fists.co.uk for
those of you who like to look through previous offerings.
The SKW logs are being received at M0BPT; I look forward to receiving
many more, so without further ado; send them to me! EYAW and SKW
are two of the annual events that are well received and have become
popular with you all, so it'll be a pleasure to receive a log from you, no
matter how large or small!
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Here are the ladder results; SKW results to follow in due course.
CALL

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

TOTALS

PWR

G4LHI

31

38

45

33

31

27

32

35

272

QRO

G0BAK

21

29

28

29

19

9

11

14

160

QRO

M6PHL

13

15

28

19

18

18

21

23

155

QRO

OH7QR

16

0

15

24

13

23

23

9

123

QRO

M0DRK

11

22

20

15

7

6

16

15

112

QRO

G3ZOD

8

16

11

16

8

13

6

10

88

QRO

G0AZR

0

29

0

0

23

6

13

10

81

QRP

G3LHJ

0

0

28

20

0

0

0

0

48

QRO

G0OTT

0

19

21

21

0

0

0

0

61

QRO

M5ABN

0

0

0

16

20

23

0

0

59

QRO

PA3AFF

0

0

22

0

8

5

11

13

59

QRO

GI4CBG

6

4

10

14

8

0

6

10

58

QRO

2E0JCY

0

14

14

19

0

0

0

0

47

QRO

2E0JYK

0

0

0

0

0

7

13

12

32

QRO

M5FRA

0

0

0

14

10

0

0

0

24

QRO

G4MSN

0

11

11

0

0

0

0

0

22

MIX

G4CMZ

0

0

0

18

0

0

0

4

22

QRP

M0GGK

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

QRO

M0XED

0

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

6

QRP

PA1SOP

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

4

QRO

Till next time; Keep well, Keep pounding Brass!
73. M0BPT
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Club Sales
We have a number of items for sale.

Enamelled Club badges £2 inc. UK delivery
Vinyl car window stickers £1 inc. UK
delivery.
Note: these are printed in reverse so
they can be stuck on the inside of a
window.

Leather Key Ring £2 inc. UK delivery

Custom QSL Cards £15 for 100 cards inc. UK delivery.
You provide your own design for the front.

Note: front above is a sample only.
How to order and more items overleaf!

Standard QSL Cards £8.50 for 100 cards inc. UK delivery

FISTS CW Course £2.50 inc. UK delivery /
£3.50 inc. delivery to Europe
The FISTS CW Course is a Morse code training package suitable for beginners and improvers. It comprises:
 The well known K7QO course on CD to
learn the code (including files containing
the texts sent).
 Two practice CD's made by our own Mary
G0NZA, which are great for people that
want to improve from the 12 wpm level.
 An A5 booklet with forty-odd pages that
includes all the texts for Mary's disks.
This package is a real help to anyone that is learning Morse code and we
are very happy to be able to offer it.
We would like to thank Chuck K7QO and Mary G0NZA for allowing FISTS to produce
these disks.

Ordering
Orders for club Items can be paid for by PayPal or a cheque drawn on a
UK bank made out to FISTS. (For credit or debit card, see the website.)
Send orders to:

Anne Webb
40 Links Road, Penn,
Wolverhampton WV4 5RF

sales@fists.co.uk
Tel. 01902 338973

